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ABSTRACT:
The synergy between spacecraft observations and numerical simulations represents a crucial point
in the field of space physics, and is fundamental for advancing our knowledge in space weather.
Such a synergy is also a pivotal ingredient for the AIDA activities, as pointed out in many parts of
the projects. In this deliverable, we present a full suite of Virtual Spacecraft tools, designed and
implemented to create synthetic spacecraft observations starting from numerical simulations
databases. The idea is to be able to fly virtual spacecraft with their own “on-board” (software)
instrumentation in simulated domains, providing an important way of comparison/modelling of
plasma phenomena happening throughout the Heliosphere. To this purpose, the AIDA Virtual
Instrument Package (AIDA VIP) has been made available for the scientific community as a
component of the AIDApy software. The AIDA VIP is made of a set of routines with different
purposes, described in this report.
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1 Executive Summary
This final deliverable builds on the work previously carried out in WP5, having the main goal of
producing synthetic datasets using the valuable information contained in modern, state-of-the art
simulations. While the two previous deliverables have been focused on the building of a sound
simulation database and to pin-point the key information to extract from this database, in this
work we take a step further and provide an entire suite of diagnostic tools, namely the AIDA Virtual
Instrument Package (AIDA VIP). This package is integrated in the AIDApy software suite, that
enables the user to fly a virtual spacecraft (with a chosen trajectory) in a simulation environment,
having a full suite of virtual instruments onboard. In this framework, we stress the importance of
the synergy between spacecraft observations and numerical analysis in modern space physics,
and we can summarise the motivation for our work in three main pillars:
1. To exploit the maximum amount of useful information from simulation databases, driving
ideas about what could be observed and what is possible to do with modern, in-situ
measurements;
2. To experiment and test existing and innovative data analysis methods and theoretical
models in controlled environments, in which simulations are seen as “numerical
laboratories”;
3. To disseminate various aspects of modern space physics challenges and frontiers,
introducing postgraduate students and early stage researchers to a framework where most
technical issues are already resolved.
These ideas are summarised in Figure 1. This report is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give
a comprehensive description of the AIDA VIP package. Section 3 contains a technical description
of the routines implemented.

Figure 1: Schematic representation of AIDA VIP suite.
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2 The AIDA Virtual Instrument Package (VIP)
The AIDA VIP can be applied to several numerical simulations, such as for examples the ones
contained and documented in the AIDAdb (http://aida-space.eu/simulations_high_level_data), and
it is part of the AIDApy software suite. Once a simulation database is loaded, it is possible to
define a virtual satellite trajectory of choice (e.g., linear etc.). The virtual spacecraft will then collect
information about the simulated quantities along the chosen trajectory. The virtual spacecraft flight
and instrumentation comprises the following features:
1. A three-dimensional interpolation routine to create synthetic, one-dimensional datasets
mimicking the ones collected in-situ by spacecraft;
2. A set of routines to apply the Curlometer technique to multi-satellite measurements;
3. A Top-Hat simulator, to mimic Velocity Distribution Functions (VDFs) observations;
4. An implementation for a collisional indicator;
5. An implementation of the k-filtering routine to identify waves in multi-satellite
measurements (carried out in collaboration with WP4).
Below, the details of the AIDA VIP suite are discussed in detail.
2.1 Three dimensional interpolator
In simulations, differential equations are usually solved on cartesian grids, with nodes where the
variables are known at all simulation times. This poses a geometrical limitation on how the
simulation information is processed and stored. To estimate a quantity in a spatial location that is
not on a simulation grid node, interpolation is necessary. In the spirit of having virtual satellite
measurements with given trajectories and resolution, it is crucial for the AIDA VIP to be able to
perform such interpolation operations efficiently. For this reason we built a routine for interpolation
of signals in three dimensional cartesian grids (see Section 3 for technical details). Before
presenting the action of the interpolator on synthetic spacecraft trajectories, we show in Figure 2
an example on a one dimensional sinusoidal stream.
Figure 2: Sinusoidal signal (blue)
with finer, interpolated sampling
(red).

The 1D stream is computed at a given sampling frequency. By means of a bi-linear interpolation
technique, the sampling is made much finer. This is an important testing ground for our routine,
and it is available for the user where interpolation of signal may be needed. The example
presented in Figure 2 is one dimensional, however our routine performs as well on 3D simulation
domains, as we will see below.
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2.2 Flight simulator - virtual spacecraft trajectories

Figure 3: Left: Volume rendering of magnetic field magnitude for a kinetic simulation of plasma
turbulence (color) with an elicoidal virtual satellite trajectory on the simulation domain (red line).
Right: Synthetic one dimensional signals for magnetic field (top) and ion bulk flow speed (bottom).
Making use of the interpolator presented above, it is possible to obtain simulation information
along spacecraft trajectories defined by the user. For this purpose, another routine, handling
multiple calls to the interpolator, has been developed. An example of this is shown in Figure 3,
where an elicoidal trajectory for a virtual spacecraft is flown through a kinetic simulation domain,
obtained through a Hybrid Vlasov-Maxwell (HVM) solver [1]. A Volume rendering of the simulation
domain with the elicoidal trajectory is shown on the left of the figure, and the resulting synthetic
one-dimensional signals are shown in the right panel. The synthetic measurements shown would
be representative of what a magnetometer together with a plasma instrument calculating the
moments of the distribution function would look like in real space environment. With the same
method, other parameters (e.g., plasma density, temperature etc.) are straightforward to obtain,
and supported by AIDA VIP.

2.3. Curlometer
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Figure 4: Left: Rendering of synthetic magnetic field lines and colormaps (walls). Right: Current
density obtained from the simulation (blue) and current density computed with the AIDA VIP
Curlometer.
Starting from early multi-spacecraft Cluster observations, the curlometer technique has been
successfully used to exploit the three-dimensional information provided by the multi-satellite
measurements to estimate the plasma current density.
In the Curlometer technique, the plasma current density is estimated through Ampere’s law,
evaluated in a tetrahedron configuration. Provided four virtual spacecraft trajectories arranged in a
tetrahedral configuration, the AIDA VIP curlometer provides the user with an estimation of the
current density, as well as with a quality factor indicating how good the estimation is. The quality
factor is determined through the evaluation of the divergence of the magnetic field vector. For
technical details about the curlometer technique, as well as for the quality factor evaluation, we
refer the reader to Dunlop et. al 2002 [2].
In contrast to spacecraft observations, it is often possible to know the plasma current density in
the entire simulation domain. In this way, it is possible to test the AIDA VIP Curlometer in a
controlled environment. This is shown in Figure 4, where a tetrahedron of spacecraft is flown
through a simulation of synthetic turbulence with realistic intermittency properties. A rendering of
the 3D simulation results is shown on the left-hand panel. On the panel on the right hand side, the
current density obtained from the simulation (blue) and the current density computed with the
AIDA VIP Curlometer (red) are shown, highlighting a good agreement. The accuracy of the
estimation of the current density through the curlometer technique increases with decreasing
inter-satellite distances; users can implement inter-satellite distances of real space missions, like,
for example, the Magnetospheric Multiscale Mission by NASA. This implementation is crucial for
comparisons between spacecraft observations and simulations, and we believe it is going to be
extremely valuable for dissemination purposes and to bring in new AIDApy users.

2.4. Top-Hat simulator
The measurement of plasma Velocity Distribution Functions (VDFs) is one of the most important,
challenging and interesting activities of in-situ observations. The space physics community is
undergoing extensive discussion around the modelling of such distribution functions through
state-of-the-art numerical efforts, looking at features such as nonthermal, out-of-equilibrium
configurations. One of the ways to measure such VDFs in space is by means of Top-Hat
Electrostatic analysers, semi sphere shaped detectors that count incoming particles in small
regions of space using an electric field to guide them to the detectors.
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Figure 5: Left: VDF obtained from HVM simulation of Kelvin-Helmoltz instability. The same VDF as
seen by the top-hat simulator with increasing user-defined resolution.
VDF measurements on board spacecraft have undergone tremendous improvement in time and
velocity space resolution. Typically, the information on the VDF is given in terms of particle energy,
polar and azimuthal angles in velocity space, with a certain resolution. For example, the
Magnetospheric MultiScale Mission has a resolution of (32,16, 32) points in Energy, Azimuthal and
Polar angles. Such resolutions pose strong constraints of what can be achieved by modern
instrumentation, keeping in mind that some small-scale and/or transient features of plasma VDFs
may well be invisible in in-situ data. On this issue, numerical simulations provide an invaluable tool
to investigate interesting features of plasma VDFs. For example, Eulerian Kinetic simulations
provide information about the distribution function and solve its evolution in phase space
throughout the simulation domain. Often, VDFs from kinetic simulations are provided on cartesian
grids in velocity space, with resolutions that are much higher than the ones available on
spacecraft instrumentation. Furthermore, Eulerian Kinetic simulations provide noiseless numerical
estimates of such VDFs, as opposed to in-situ observed ones that suffer from the typical
instrumentation noise. Several eulerian kinetic simulations are already stored in the AIDAdb, a
unique database for this class of state-of-the-art, very computationally expensive simulations. For
the above reasons, the Top-Hat simulator included in AIDA VIP comes in particularly handy. The
routine provided in the package, in fact, reads simulated VDFs on cartesian velocity space grids,
returning a synthetic observation of such VDFs with user-defined resolution in Energy-Angle
space. Just like real-world measurements, the synthetically observed VDFs are provided with
constant energy spacing in logarithmic space. An example of such process is shown in Figure 5,
where on the left panel we show a typical VDF showing nonthermal features (i.e., departures from
a maxwellian configuration), and the three panels on the right show the same VDF, but processed
by the AIDA VIP Top-Hat routines, with increasing resolution.
As discussed above, this tool has a number of important applications, including providing help
upon the design of new missions, pushing the envelope of extremely high precision/resolution
measurements of space plasmas.

2.5. Collisional indicator
Many properties of space and astrophysical plasmas depend on whether they can be considered
collisionless or not [3]. The scientific debate around the extent to which collisions are negligible for
plasmas started in the previous century, and thanks to the technological advancements
constantly providing new evidence, it is a central topic for the community.
We equipped AIDA VIP with a set of routines evaluating the plasma collisionality along the virtual
spacecraft path of measurement. The collisional indicator is a measure of particle collision
frequencies, computed using the full three-dimensional collisional Landau integral, making the
assumption of bi-maxwellian VDFs.
An example of a possible use for the collisional indicator is reported in Figure 6, showing a
temperature anisotropy stream, measured using the AIDA VIP virtual flight simulator in an Eulerian
kinetic simulation stored in the AIDAdb (red line and dots). On the same stream, the collisional
indicator has been evaluated using the routines provided with AIDA VIP. We can see that, as
expected, the collisional indicator rises where strong temperature anisotropies are present.
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Figure 6: Collisional indicator (blue), in units of
ion cyclotron frequency, and temperature
anisotropy
(red)
for
a
cut
in
a
simulation
of
Kelvin-Helmoltz
instability
(http://aida-space.eu/UNICAL_KH_2D). The dotted line represents the state without anisotropy.

2.6 k-filtering routine
Wave identification is a crucial aspect of in-situ observations of space plasmas, used to address
important aspects of energy conversion in space environments, as well as to study the stability
conditions of such plasmas. However, to identify waves and their dispersion relations from
spacecraft measurements is not an easy task, as it is often extremely hard to disentangle spatial
and temporal variations. From this point of view, multi-satellite missions represented a
fundamental breakthrough for wave identification, introducing the possibility to simultaneously
probe the environment at different locations and acquire spatial and temporal information
separately, introducing the possibility to evaluate wave dispersion relations (i.e.,
relations).
This point was briefly discussed in Section 2.3, highlighting the possibility to compute the
magnetic field curl on a tetrahedron of spacecraft and subsequently estimate the current density J
(curlometer technique).
The use of three-dimensional simulations, together with the possibility of virtual spacecraft flight,
introduces the possibility of having many “virtual multi-satellite configurations”. In collaboration
with WP4, a routine for k-filtering analysis has been developed and made available for AIDA users.
k-filtering was proposed in the 90’s by Pincon and Lefevre [4], as an extremely sophisticated
technique to identify waves in multi-spacecraft observations. With the underlying assumption of
considering the field observed at several points in space as a superposition of plane waves, a
spectral wave energy matrix
is obtained, making it possible to identify modes with
different wave vectors and frequencies in multi-satellite observations. For a brief description of the
mathematical derivation of k-filtering, we refer the reader to the report for AIDA deliverable D4.4.
Here, we want to highlight the fact that k-filtering can be used on simulation databases thanks to
the virtual flight simulator provided in AIDA VIP.
In the example here reported, we study four signals coming from spacecraft arranged in a
tetrahedral geometries such that one frequency
and three different wave vectors
.
Figure 7 represents 2D slices of the power
. In particular, in the
plane (i.e., the
[AIDA – GA # 776262]
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plane corresponding to
), three distinct peaks can be identified in
, referring to the initial three modes injected with the same (cf. Figure 4, left panel). In the right
hand side panel of Figure 7, and in particular in the mode at large , aliasing in the signal can be
observed, an inherent feature of k-filtering. As this routine was developed in collaboration with
AIDA WP4, further technical details about the use of k-filtering can be found in the D4.4 report
“Report on wave identification tool and Vlasov solver platform”.

Figure 7: Example of k-filtering technique

3 AIDA VIP suite documentation
After a description and examples of instrumentation and features of AIDA VIP, Table 1 summarises
the routines provided with a short documentation.

Table 1: list of AIDA VIP routines
ROUTINE

INPUT

VIP_virualSCmeasure

Nx,Ny,Nz,x,y,z,xlin fstar
e, yline, zline,f

OUTPUT

Description
Function that collects virtual spacecraft
measurements along a user-defined
trajectory across a three-dimensional
simulation domain.
Input
—---Nx, Ny, Nz : `int`
Number of points along x, y and z for the
simulation domain.
x,y,z: 'numpy.array'
Spatial dimensions in simulation units.
Each array has Nx [...] number of entries
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xline, yline, zline: 'numpy.array' arrays
containing the x, y, and z position of the
virtual satellite (trajectory along which
virtual measurements will be taken)
f: 'numpy.array': Three-dimensional array
containing the field to measure
Returns
-------fstar: 'numpy.array': Interpolated value of
desired field (virtual measurement) along
desired trajectory.

VIP_interpol

Nx,Ny,Nz,x,y,z,x0,
y0,z0,f

fstar

Three-dimensional interpolator of the
Virtual Instrument Package. Given a field f
on a three dimensional Nx x Ny x Nz grid
with extent x,y,z, returns value of the field
interpolated at the x0, y0, z0 position
Parameters
---------Nx, Ny, Nz : `int`: Number of points along
x, y and z for the simulation domain.
x,y,z: 'numpy.array':Spatial dimensions in
simulation units. Each array has Nx [...]
number of entries
x0, y0, z0: 'float': x, y and z position at
which the interpolation is desired
f: 'numpy.array': Three-dimensional array
containing the field to interpolate
Returns
-------fstar: 'float': IInterpolated value of field at
x0 y0 z0 position. If x0, y0 or z0 are out of
bounds, fill value -1234 is returned.

J_curlometer

B1,B2,B3,B4,r1,r2, jav,
r3,r4,convr,convb, divB,qq
mu0

Applies the curlometer technique to
estimate the current J starting from four
spacecraft magnetic field streams B1, B2,
B3, B4, with spacecraft at location r1, r2,
r3, r4. convr, convb, mu0 are conversion
factors to obtain J in the desired units.
Parameters
----------

[AIDA – GA # 776262]
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B1, B2, B3, B4 : `numpy.array`: Stream of
spacecraft 1,2,3,4. Its dimensions are Np x
3, with Np the number of
points in the stream.
r1,r2,r3,r4,: `numpy.array`:Arrays containing
the x, y, z position of spacecraft 1,2,3,4
along the stream. Their dimensions are Np
x 3, with Np the number of points in the
stream.
convr : 'float':
positions

Conversion

factor for

convb : 'float': Conversion factor for
magnetic fields
mu0 : 'float': Vacuum permeability
Returns
-------jav: 'numpy.array': Stream with three
components of current density calculated
with the curlometer technique
divB: 'numpy.array': Stream containing
divergence of B calculated at every point
qq: 'numpy.array': Stream containing the
quality factor for the current estimate. qq <
1 indicates a trustworthy estimate.

crt2sph_interp_TH

Nvx,Nvy,Nvz,Dvx,
Dvy,Dvz,vvx,vvy,v
vz,f,f0

f0

Cartesian to spherical velocity space
interpolator. Main utility of top-hat
simulator.
Parameters
---------Nvx, Nvy, Nvz: 'int': Half number of points
in velocity for the input VDF per direction. It
is such that per direction the VDF has
Nv*2+1 points (and hence the VDF
dimension
is
(Nvx*2+1)x(Nvy*2+1)x(Nvz*2+1)).
Dvx, Dvy, Dvz: 'float': Resolution in velocity
space for each direction, given in
simulation units.
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vvx,vvy,vvz: 'float': Coordinates of the point
in cartesian velocity space at which the
interpolation is needed.
f: 'numpy.array': Cartesian VDF
Returns
-------f0: 'float': Interpolated value of VDF in
spherical velocity space.

top_hat_simulator

Nv,
Dv,
N_E, Ei, R_phi,
N_phi,
N_theta, R_theta, fs
E__MAX, E__MIN,
vdf

Top-hat
simulator.
Elaborates
a
three-dimensional, cartesian VDF obtained
from simulations and provides a synthetic
observation of such a VDF, in sperical
geometry in velocity space and with
user-defined resolution.
Parameters
---------Nv: 'int': Half number of points in velocity
for the input VDF per direction. It is such
that per direction the VDF has Nv*2+1
points (and hence the VDF dimension is
(Nv*2+1)^3).
Dv: 'float': Resolution in velocity space,
given in simulation units.
N_E: 'int': Number of bins in energy
required for the simulated VDF (radial
direction in velocity space)
N_phi: 'int': Number of bins in azimuthal
angle required for the simulated VDF.
N_theta: 'int': Number of bins in polar angle
required for the simulated VDF.
E_MAX: 'float': Maximum energy that can
be resolved by the top-hat. User-defined.
E_MIN: 'float': Minimum energy that can be
resolved by the top-hat. User defined.
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vdf: 'numpy.array': Cartesian vdf on which
the top-hat simulator will be applied. The
dimensions are (Nv*2+1)x(Nv*2+1)x(Nv*2+1)
Returns
-------Ei:
'numpy.array': Vector
energies for each energy bin.

containing

R_phi: 'numpy.array': Vector containing
azimuthal angles for each bin.
R_theta: 'numpy.array': Vector containing
polar angles for each bin.
fs: 'numpy.array': Top-hat simulated vdf.
The dimensions are N_E*N_phi*N_theta

add_missing_slice_ph
i

N_E,
N_theta, fsp
N_phi, fs

Adds missing slice of velocity space to
spherical VDF by means of linear
interpolation.
Parameters
---------N_E: 'int': Number of points in the energy
(radial) direction.
N_phi: 'int': Number of points in the
azimuthal direction.
N_theta: 'int': Number of points in the polar
direction.
fs: 'numpy.array': Spherical VDF. Dimension
is N_E*N_theta*N_phi
Returns
-------fsp: 'numpy.array': Spherical VDF with filled
void. Dimension is N_E*N_theta*(N_phi+1)

calc_anisotropy

BB, UU, vdf, vx

A_a, nu_aa Calculates the perpendicular and parallel
components of the pressure with respect to
the magnetic field BB, using the mean
velocity UU and the VDF.
Parameters
----------
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BB : `numpy.array`: Contains the three
components of the magnetic field.
UU : `numpy.array`: Contains the three
components of the mean velocity.
vdf : `numpy.array`: Velocity distribution
function : f[ny,nvx,nvy,nvz].
vx : `numpy.array`: Coordinates (assumes
cubic geometry and equispaced grid).
Returns
------P_perp : `numpy.array`: Component of the
pressure perpendicular to BB.
P_par : `numpy.array`: Component of the
pressure parallel to BB.

coll_ind

T_perp, T_par, rho, A_a, nu_aa Calculates the collisional frequency for the
g,cvA,
species a, as a function of the temperature
species=None
anisotropy and the parallel plasma beta.
The collisional frequency is normalized to
the cyclotron frequency.
Ref.: Vafin et al. ApJL, 871, L11 (2019).
Parameters
---------T_perp, T_par : `numpy.array` Temperature
components perpendicular and parallel to
BB.
rho : `numpy.array` or `float`: Mean density.
g : `float`: Plasma parameter.
\frac{1}{n \lambda_D^3}.

math:

cvA : `float`: Ratio between speed of light
and Alfvèn velocity.
species : `str`: Species for which to
calculate
the
collision
frequency.
Implemented: `electron` or `ion`.
Returns
-------
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A_a
:
`numpy.array`:
anisotropy.

Temperature

nu_aa : `numpy.array`: Collision frequency
of the species a.
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